Abstract-In this paper, the optimal design of a wind generator, implemented with the hybridized GA(Genetic Algorithm) and ES(Expert System), has been performed to maximize the AEP (Annual Energy Production) over the whole wind speed characterized by the statistical model of wind speed distribution. In particular, ES has contributed to reducing the excessive computing time maintaining the reliable accuracy for the optimization process compared with GA only.
I. INTRODUCTION Direct-driven wind generator without using a reduction gear has been developed dramatically mainly on account of weight effectiveness, low noise generation, and little maintenance cost, and etc. In particular, Surface-Mounted PM Synchronous Generator(SPMSG) is suitable for the directdriven wind generator, which shows the distinctive advantages of the higher efficiency and torque density.
In this paper, the proposed optimal design of SPMSG is focused on maximizing the AEP(Annual Energy Production), which should be obtained with Finite Element Analysis(FEA) over the whole operational wind speed characterized by the statistical distribution model. However, it needs the huge computation time for the convergence to the global optimum, thus it is requisite to develop the rapid optimization algorithm maintaining the reliable accuracy, whereby the hybridized GA combined with ES is newly proposed in this paper. In particular, case-based ES generates the initial candidates of design variables of GA which are set automatically through the similarity analysis function using the inference design engine in ES architecture.
The optimal design results employing the proposed method are compared with the ones obtained by GA only, which will validate the effectiveness of the newly proposed method particularly in terms of the convergence time maintaining the reliable accuracy.
II. HYBRIDIZED GENETIC ALGORITHM(GA) COMBINED WITH EXPERT SYSTEM(ES)
GA, a kind of the population based stochastic algorithm, requires the computation time for the randomly global search, which can be compensated if initial population candidates can be set adjacent to the global optimum assisted by the casebased ES. Although the objective specification does not match the design case database perfectly, the similarity analysis function using the inference design engine in ES architecture can generates the reliable initial candidates of the design variables. In particular, the individual design variable is the mixture of the weighted value inferred from the ones of the several different design cases. In addition, intelligent searching procedure remembering all the already explored candidates is employed so that it needs not evaluate the unnecessary ones any more, whereas the classic GA does not have the intelligent function so that it spend time additionally. Accordingly, prespecified design candidates adjacent to the global optimum and the intelligent searching procedure can inherently improve the convergence speed and possibility of the global search by means of limiting searching domain. Figure 1 shows the conceptual diagram of the proposed hybridized optimal design algorithm. Meanwhile, rule-based ES plays a role as additional constraints pre-specified adaptively for the wind generator, and the obtained global optimum is restored in the design case database accordingly.
III. APPLICATION TO OPTIMAL DESIGNN OF WIND GENERATOR
The newly proposed optimization algorithm has been applied to the optimal design for direct-driven SPMSM wind generator to maximize AEP with the many local minima, which should be done with FEA requiring the huge computation time. It will be shown that the proposed hybridized optimal design algorithm has contributed to fast convergence maintaining the reliable accuracy, and is appropriate to the design problem with the many local optima.
